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Bestsellers for 2019
Generation Share

The Change-Makers Building the Sharing Economy
Benita Matofska and Sophie Sheinwald

PB: 9781447337263		

£25.00

17 June 2019		

304 pages		

256 photos

Generation Share takes readers on a fascinating journey around
the world to meet the inspiring people who are building a
Sharing Economy. Through photography, social commentary
and interviews with change-makers worldwide, Generation Share
showcases incredible stories demonstrating the power of sharing.

Press coverage: International
book tour across three continents.
Featured on Via News, JazzFM,
The Jewish Chronicle, Disruption
magazine and more
World rights available

The book introduces real-life examples, including a young social
entrepreneur in Mumbai who is educating slum-based girls and
a Makers collective in Barcelona who are reimagining cities using
technology to upcycle precious resources. Together their stories
and photographs bring to life the phenomenon that has the
potential to cause the most significant shift in society since the
Industrial Revolution.
Benita Matofska is an international public speaker, changemaker and world-leading expert on the Sharing Economy. Sophie
Sheinwald is a photographer who focuses on brand photography
and helping entrepreneurs create an authentic visual story.

The Class Ceiling

Why it Pays to be Privileged

Sam Friedman and Daniel Laurison
PB: 9781447336068		

£19.99

28 January 2019 		

384 pages		

Politicians continually tell us that anyone can get ahead. But is
that really true? This important, bestselling book takes readers
behind the closed doors of elite employers to reveal how class
affects who gets to the top.
Friedman and Laurison show that a powerful ‘class pay gap’ exists
in Britain’s elite occupations. Even when those from working-class
backgrounds make it into prestigious jobs, they earn, on average,
16 per cent less than colleagues from privileged backgrounds. But
why is this the case? Drawing on 175 interviews across four case
studies – television, accountancy, architecture, and acting – they
explore the complex barriers facing the upwardly mobile.
Press coverage: Featured in BBC
2’s ‘How to Break into the Elite’
documentary, The Guardian,
The Times and more
World rights available
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This is a rich, ambitious book that demands we take seriously not
just the glass but also the class ceiling.
Sam Friedman is Associate Professor in Sociology, London
School of Economics and a Commissioner at the Social Mobility
Commission. Daniel Laurison is Assistant Professor at Swarthmore
College, USA.

bristoluniversitypress.co.uk | policypress.co.uk

Highlight titles for Autumn 2019
The Happiness Problem

Expecting Better in an Uncertain World
Sam Wren-Lewis

PB: 9781447353553		

£12.99

9 November 2019 		

232 pages		

We appear to have more control over our lives than ever before. If
we could get things right – the perfect job, relationship, family, body
and mind – then we’d be happy. With enough economic growth and
technological innovation, we could cure all societal ills.
The Happiness Problem shows that this way of thinking is too simplistic
and can even be harmful: no matter how much progress we make, we
will still be vulnerable to disappointment, loss and suffering. The things
we do to make us happy are merely the tip of the iceberg.

World rights available

Sam Wren-Lewis offers an alternative process that acknowledges
insecurity and embraces uncertainty. Drawing on our psychological
capacities for curiosity and compassion, he proposes that we can
connect with, and gain a deeper understanding of, the personal and
social challenges that define our time.
Sam Wren-Lewis is an independent scholar, a wellbeing consultant
and former Head of Research and Development at Happy City.

Social Innovation

How Societies Find the Power to Change
Geoff Mulgan

PB: 9781447353799
26 November 2019

		

£14.99
288 pages		

The 21st century has brought a cornucopia of new knowledge and
technologies. But there has been little progress in our ability to solve
social problems using social innovation – the deliberate invention of
new solutions to meet social needs – across the globe.
Geoff Mulgan is a pioneer in the global field of social innovation.
Building on his experience advising international governments,
businesses and foundations, he explains how it provides answers to
today’s global social, economic and sustainability issues.
Weaving together history, ideas, policy and practice, he shows how
social innovation is now coming of age, and offers a comprehensive
view of what can be done to solve the global social challenges we
face.
World rights available

Geoff Mulgan is Chief Executive of Nesta, the UK’s innovation
foundation.

bristoluniversitypress.co.uk | policypress.co.uk
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Highlight titles for Autumn 2019
Women, Politics and the Public Sphere
Ann Brooks

PB: 9781447341352

£22.99

24 April 2019		

224 pages

Looks at the fault lines established in the 18th century for later
developments in social and political discourse and considers the
implications for the political representation of women in the West
and globally, highlighting how female public intellectuals now
reflect much more social and cultural diversity.

World rights available

Covering the legacy of intellectual groupings dominated by
women such as members of the ‘bluestocking circles’ and
other, more radical intellectual and philosophical thinkers, the
book focuses on women such as Catherine Macaulay and Mary
Wollstonecraft. These individuals and groups, which emerged
in the 18th century, established ‘intellectual spaces’ for the
emergence of women public intellectuals in subsequent centuries.
It also examines women public intellectuals in the US including
Samantha Power, Anne-Marie Slaughter, Elizabeth Warren,
Condoleezza Rice, Susan Rice, Hillary Clinton and Sheryl Sandberg.
Ann Brooks is a visiting professor at the Australian Catholic
University.

Experiences in Researching Conflict and
Violence
Fieldwork Interrupted

Althea-Maria Rivas and Brendan Ciarán Browne
PB: 9781447337690		

£26.99

7 August 2019 		

256 pages		

This collection explores the roles of emotion, violence, uncertainty,
identity and positionality within the process of doing research in
and on conflict zones, as well as the complexity of methodological
choices.
It highlights the researchers’ own subjectivity and presents
a nuanced view of conflict research that goes beyond the
messiness inherent in the process of research in and on violence
and the potential for violence of research itself. It addresses the
uncomfortable spaces of conflict research and the need for
reflection on these issues.
World rights available
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Althea-Maria Rivas is a lecturer in the Department of
Development Studies at the University of Sussex. Brendan Ciarán
Browne is Assistant Professor in Conflict Resolution and research
fellow at the Trinity College Dublin Centre for Post-Conflict Justice.

bristoluniversitypress.co.uk | policypress.co.uk

Highlight titles for Autumn 2019
Good Finance

Why We Need a New Concept of Finance
Vedat Akgiray
PB: 9781529200003		

£12.99

5 June 2019		

162 pages		

Just as we need good food for good health, so too do we need ‘good
finance’ for social and economic wellness.
In this book, Vedat Akgiray presents a timely critique of extreme
financialisation, the economics profession’s flawed modelling
approach and the continuing blind faith in the efficient market
hypothesis.
Outlining the causes of financial crises and their socioeconomic
effects, Good Finance puts the issues into perspective. It offers a clear
platform upon which our current concept of finance can be revised for
the good of society.
Rights sold in Hungary

Vedat Akgiray is Professor of Finance and Director of the Center for
Corporate Governance at Bogazici University, Turkey.

A Handbook of Food Crime

Immoral and Illegal Practices in the Food Industry and
What to Do about Them
Allison Gray and Ronald Hinch
PB: 9781447356288		

£26.99

9 October 2019

384 pages		

In this insightful book, Gray and Hinch explore the phenomenon of food
crime. Through discussions of food safety, food fraud, food insecurity,
agricultural labour, livestock welfare, genetically modified foods,
food sustainability, food waste, food policy, and food democracy,
they problematise current food systems and criticise their underlying
ideologies.
Bringing together the best contemporary research in this area, they
argue for the importance of thinking criminologically about food and
propose radical solutions to the realities of unjust food systems.
A Choice Outstanding
Academic Title 2019

Allison Gray is a PhD candidate at the University of Windsor. Ronald
Hinch, PhD, is Professor Emeritus at the University of Ontario Institute of
Technology.

World rights available

bristoluniversitypress.co.uk | policypress.co.uk
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Highlight titles for Autumn 2019
Age-Friendly Cities and Communities
A Global Perspective

Tine Buffel, Sophie Handler and Chris Phillipson

PB: 9781447331346		

£27.99

20 February 2019

276 pages		

As the drive towards creating age-friendly cities grows, this
important book provides a comprehensive survey of theories and
policies aimed at improving the quality of life of older people in
urban areas.
In this book, leading international researchers critically assess
the problems and the potential of designing age-friendly
environments. The book considers the different ways in which
cities are responding to population ageing, the different strategies
for developing age-friendly communities, and the extent to which
older people themselves can be involved in the co-production of
age-friendly policies and practices.
Rights sold in China

Tine Buffel is a research fellow in the School of Social Sciences
at the University of Manchester. Sophie Handler is an urban
researcher. Chris Phillipson is Professor of Sociology and Social
Gerontology in the School of Social Sciences at the University of
Manchester.

Child Poverty

Aspiring to Survive
Morag C. Treanor

PB: 9781447334682		

£24.99

26 February 2020

240 pages		

Child poverty is rising across affluent western societies and how it
is measured is vital to how governments act to prevent, alleviate
or eliminate it. While the roots of childhood poverty are fiercely
debated and contested, they are all too often misrepresented in
policy and media discourses.
Seeking to redress this, Treanor places children’s experiences,
needs and concerns at the centre of this critical examination of
the contemporary policies and political discourses surrounding
poverty in childhood. She examines a broad range of structural,
institutional and ideological factors that are common across
developed nations, and their impacts, to interrogate how poverty
in childhood is conceptualised and operationalised in policy and
to forge a radical pathway for an alternative future.
World rights available
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Morag Treanor is Professor of Child and Family Inequalities at the
Institute for Social Policy, Housing, Equalities Research (I-SPHERE) at
Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh.

bristoluniversitypress.co.uk | policypress.co.uk

Highlight titles for Autumn 2019
Too Hot to Handle?

The Democratic Challenge of Climate Change
Rebecca Willis

PB: 9781529206029		

£12.99

1 January 2020

128 pages		

World leaders have agreed to limit rises in global temperatures, yet
climate issues scarcely trouble domestic policies. Implementing
climate solutions successfully through the democratic process
requires a radical political shift and an overhaul of the laws and
systems that govern our society.
Drawing on interviews with politicians and activists, this book provides
an in-depth comparative analysis of international climate policies to
examine how we can build impactful democratic solutions to climate
change. The author confronts the difficulties of fitting the climate
change agenda into the current political system, including how to
make it a voter priority, while proposing practical ways forward for
climate change politics.
Rebecca Willis is a researcher at Lancaster University.

World rights available

Modi and the Reinvention of Indian Foreign
Policy
Ian Hall
PB: 9781529204629		

£19.99

25 September 2019

236 pages		

Narendra Modi’s energetic personal diplomacy and promise to make
India a ‘leading power’ surprised many analysts. Most had predicted
that his government would concentrate on domestic issues and on
the growth and development demanded by Indian voters, and that he
lacked the necessary experience in international relations.

Press coverage: Featured inThe
Conversation, The Strategist,
Asia Dialogue and more
World rights available

Instead, Modi’s first term saw a concerted attempt to reinvent Indian
foreign policy by replacing inherited understandings of its place in
the world with one drawn largely from Hindu nationalist ideology.
Following Modi’s re-election in 2019, this book explores the drivers of
this reinvention, arguing it arose from a combination of elite conviction
and electoral calculation, and the impact it has had on India’s
international relations.
Ian Hall is Professor in the School of Government and International
Relations at Griffith University, Australia.

bristoluniversitypress.co.uk | policypress.co.uk
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Highlight titles for Autumn 2019
Living Data

Making Sense of Health Biosensing

Celia Roberts, Adrian Mackenzie and Maggie Mort with
Mette Kragh-Furbo, Joann Wilkinson and Theresa
Atkinson

World rights available

HB: 9781529207507		

£45.00

24 July 2019

208 pages		

		

As individuals increasingly seek ways of accessing, understanding
and sharing data about their own bodies, this book offers a critique
of the popular claim that ‘more information’ equates to ‘better
health’. In a study that redefines the public, academic and policy
related debates around health, bodies, information and data,
the authors consider the ways in which the phenomenon of selfdiagnosis has created alternative worlds of knowledge and practices
which are often at odds with professional medical advice. With
a focus on data that concerns significant life changes, this book
explores the potential challenges related to people’s changing
relationships with traditional health systems as access to, and
control over, data shifts.
Celia Roberts is Professor of Gender and Science Studies in the
Department of Sociology at Lancaster University. Adrian Mackenzie
is Professor of Technological Cultures in the Department of Sociology
at Lancaster University. Maggie Mort is Professor of Sociology in the
Department of Sociology at Lancaster University.

Data in Society

Challenging Statistics in an Age of Globalisation
Jeff Evans, Sally Ruane and Humphrey Southall
PB: 9781447348221		

£29.99

21 August 2019 		

414 pages		

Statistical data and evidence-based claims are increasingly
central to our everyday lives. Critically examining ‘Big Data’, this
book charts the recent explosion in sources of data, including
those precipitated by global developments and technological
change. It sets out changes and controversies related to data
harvesting, construction, dissemination and analytics by a range
of private, governmental and social organisations in multiple
settings.
Analysing the power of data to shape political debate, the
presentation of ideas to us by the media, and issues surrounding
data ownership and access, the authors suggest how data can
be used to uncover injustices and to advance social progress.
World rights available
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Jeff Evans is Professor Emeritus at Middlesex University. Sally
Ruane is Reader in Social Policy and the Director of the Health
Policy Research Unit at De Montfort University. Humphrey
Southall is Professor of Historical Geography at the University of
Portsmouth.

bristoluniversitypress.co.uk | policypress.co.uk

Highlight titles for Autumn 2019
How to Use Social Work Theory in Practice
An Essential Guide
Malcolm Payne

PB: 9781447343776		

£24.99

8 January 2020

176 pages		

Social work theory is full of ideas about how to practise. It guides you
in what to do, as well as how to approach and think about social work
goals.
In this clear and systematic book, covering both general practice
concepts and theoretical insights, bestselling author Malcolm
Payne shows you how to work with the main theories and practice
techniques and pinpoint their strengths and limitations.

World rights available

This guide condenses the practical features of social work theory but
doesn’t oversimplify them. Students and practitioners can confidently
put their knowledge into action and see how everyday practice
implements theoretical ideas. It will be an invaluable resource to
students and newly qualified practitioners in social work and in
related fields of practice, making connections with both classic and
contemporary movements in social work
Malcolm Payne is Emeritus Professor at Manchester Metropolitan
University and Kingston University, London and Director of Psychosocial
and Spiritual Care, St Christopher’s Hospice, London.

Research and the Social Work Picture
Ian Shaw

PB: 9781447338901		

£26.99

11 September 2019

208 pages		

There’s growing pressure for social workers to engage with research
and draw on this in practice. But why is this research important?
This first book in the Research in Social Work series, published in
association with the European Social Work Research Association,
provides an accessible way to think about this question. Drawing on
evidence from across Europe, Asia and the US, it covers how research
is conducted, used and perceived. It is perfect for social work students,
researchers and practitioners, providing a detailed sketch of how
research finds a place in the wider social work picture and offering
opportunities and exercises that highlight how social work research is
relevant in day-to-day course programmes and practice.

World rights available

The book will embolden a kind of scepticism, while at the same
time providing the ground work for social workers to become more
thoughtfully practical – and practically thoughtful.
Dr Ian Shaw is S R Nathan Professor of Social Work, National University
of Singapore and Professor Emeritus, University of York.

bristoluniversitypress.co.uk | policypress.co.uk
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Series: Global Migration and Change
Series Editors: Nando Sigona, Institute for
Research into Superdiversity, University of
Birmingham, UK and Alan Gamlen, Monash
University, Australia

Negotiating Migration in
the Context of Climate
Change

This monograph series showcases original
research that looks at the nexus between
migration, citizenship and social change. This
series aims to open up interdisciplinary terrain
and to develop new scholarship in migration and
refugee studies that is theoretically insightful and
innovative, empirically rich and policy engaged.

Sarah Louise Nash

International Policy and Discourse

World rights available

Borders, Migration and
Class in an Age of Crisis

Reiko Shindo

Informed by Marxist theory, this book
examines how categories of ‘workers’ and
‘migrants’ have been mobilised within
representations of a ‘migrant crisis’ and
a ‘welfare crisis’ to facilitate capitalist
exploitation, and proposes alternative
understandings that foreground solidarity.
£75.00

£75.00

Solidarity and Migrant Activism in
Japan

Tom Vickers

HB: 978152920181		
3 July 2019

HB: 9781529201260		
2 October 2019

Belonging in Translation

Producing Workers and Immigrants

World rights available

Assessing migration in the context of
climate change, Nash draws on empirical
research to offer a unique analysis of
policymaking in the field. This detailed
account is a vital step in understanding
the links between global discourses on
human mobilities, climate change and
specific policy responses.

World rights available

This is the first book to investigate how
migrants and migrant rights activists
work together to generate new forms
of citizenship identities in a multilingual
setting. Based on robust theoretical
engagement and detailed empirical
analysis, Shindo’s book makes a
compelling case for rethinking citizenship
and community from the angle of
language.
HB: 9781529201871		
28 August 2019

£75.00

New Series: Bristol Studies in East Asian International Relations
The Responsibility to Provide
in Southeast Asia
Towards an Ethical Explanation
See Seng Tan

Despite a long-held ASEAN principle of
non-intervention, this theoretically rich
book argues that there is an embryonic
ethic of regional responsibility emerging
among the countries of Southeast Asia
which reflects an evolution of attitudes
about state sovereignty.

A major new series from Bristol University Press that combines
original research and theoretical innovation to provide fresh
insight into the changing international politics of East Asia and
into International Relations theory.
The series publishes cutting edge research on the changing
international politics of East Asia. It will cover the security
dynamics, political economy, causes of conflict and
cooperation, and ongoing transformation of the region, as well
as the impact of such transformation on the wider global order.
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World rights available

HB: 9781529200720
13 November 2019

bristoluniversitypress.co.uk | policypress.co.uk

£75.00

Series: 21st Century Standpoints
Accessible, social and political commentary from Policy Press and the British
Sociological Association.
What are the 21st-century challenges shaping our lives today and in the future? This
exciting new series showcases lively, disruptive, progressive writers – established
and emerging – who reach beyond the academy. Cosmopolitan in vision and
scope, included works are based on striking ideas and robust evidence, providing a
powerful platform for both scholarly and public debate.
Bringing pressing public issues to the general reader, scholars and students, these
books offer standpoints to shape public conversations at this time of social, political,
economic and cultural disruption. They move beyond simple critique to propose
better ways of understanding and living in our world.

Money

What’s Wrong with Work?

Myths, Truths and Alternatives

Lynne Pettinger

Mary Mellor

What’s Wrong with Work shows that how
workers are treated has wide implications
beyond the lives of workers themselves.

Mary Mellor examines money’s social,
political and commercial histories to
debunk longstanding myths such as
money being in short supply and needing
to come from somewhere. She sets out
a new finance system, based on green
and feminist concerns, to bring radical
change for social good.
PB: 9781447346272		
World rights available

Recognising gender, race, class and
global differences, the book considers
the ways formal work is often dependent
on informal work and concludes by
considering what might make work better.

£14.99

3 July 2019

World rights available

PB: 9781447340089

24 April 2019

£12.99

Other Highlights
The Economics of Arrival

The Lies We Were Told

Katherine Trebeck and Jeremy
Williams

Simon Wren-Lewis

Ideas for a Grown Up Economy

Politics, Economics, Austerity and
Brexit

In this groundbreaking book, Trebeck and
Williams challenge us to make ourselves
at home with economic wealth, to ensure
that everyone is included. They explore
the possibility of ‘Arrival’, urging us to
move from enlarging the economy to
improving it, and the benefits this would
bring for all.
Rights sold in Hungary

PB: 9781447337263		
15 January 2019

£14.99

Wren-Lewis’ widely read Mainly Macro
blog is an influential resource for
policymakers, academics and social
commentators. This book tells how
damaging political and economic events
of recent years became inevitable and
serves as a warning to avert future
disasters on this scale.
Rights sold in China

PB: 9781529202137		

£14.99

7 November 2018

bristoluniversitypress.co.uk | policypress.co.uk
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Other Highlights
The End of Aspiration?

What Works Now?

Duncan Exley

Annette Boaz, Huw Davies, Alec
Fraser and Sandra Nutley

Social Mobility and Our Children’s
Fading Prospects

Evidence-Informed Policy and
Practice

Exley draws on expert research and reallife experiences – including from an actor,
a politician, a billionaire entrepreneur and
a surgeon – to issue a wake-up call to
break through segregated opportunity. He
offers a manifesto to reboot our prospects
and benefit all.

World rights available

PB: 9781447348320
15 May 2019

£12.99

Building substantially on the earlier,
landmark text What Works? (Policy
Press, 2000), this book brings together
key thinkers and researchers to provide
a clearly structured review of the
aspirations and contemporary realities of
evidence-informed policy and practice.
World rights available

Redeeming Leadership
Helena Liu

Transmigrants, Hybrids and
Cosmopolitans

This timely and thought-provoking
new study by Liu shows how anti-racist
feminism can reinvigorate leadership
theory and practice, which have
long been dominated by imperialist,
masculinist and white supremacist
agendas. Theoretically rigorous and
with examples from around the world, it
states the case for a bold reimaging of
leadership.

A first in utilising transnational migration
studies as a new theoretical framework in
management and organization studies,
this book presents a much-needed new
concept for understanding people, work
and organisations in a world on the move
while attending to the growing inequality
associated with work in changing
societies.

HB: 9781529200041		
8 January 2020

£75.00

Banu Özkazanç-Pan

World rights available

£75.00

Ageing in Everyday Life

A Comparative Study of the PostCold War Era

Stephen Katz

Materialities and Embodiments

What does it mean to age in an ageist
society? Applying interdisciplinary
perspectives about everyday life to
vital issues in older people’s lives, this is
a critical guide to inform thinking and
planning our ageing futures.

Using case studies spanning the postCold War period in Iraq, Moldova and
Serbia, this book breaks new ground in
its study of asymmetric conflicts where
warring sides exhibit vastly different
power differentials.
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HB: 9781529204544
26 September 2019

Why Minor Powers Risk
Wars with Major Powers
Marinko Bobić

World rights available

£24.99

Transnational Migration and
the New Subjects of Work

An Anti-Racist Feminist
Intervention

World rights available

PB: 9781447345480
27 March 2019

HB: 9781529205206
23 October 2019

£75.00

PB: 9781447335962
1 October 2019
World rights available

bristoluniversitypress.co.uk | policypress.co.uk

£26.99

Other Highlights
Research Ethics in the
Real World

Women and Religion

Helen Kara

Elisabetta Ruspini, Glenda Tibe
Bonifacio and Consuelo Corradi

Contemporary and Future
Challenges in the Global Era

Euro-Western and Indigenous
Perspectives
Highlights the links between research
ethics and individual, social, professional,
institutional, and political ethics. Kara
considers all stages of the research
process and provides guidance for
quantitative, qualitative and mixedmethods researchers about how to act
ethically throughout.
World rights available

PB: 9781447344759
14 November 2018

£21.99

This edited collection provides
interdisciplinary, global and multireligious perspectives on the relationship
between women’s identities, religion and
social change in the contemporary world.

World rights available

PB: 9781447336402
11 September 2019

£26.99

More from Helen Kara available

Divercities

The City in China

Understanding Superdiversity in Deprived and Mixed
Neighbourhoods

New Perspectives On
Contemporary Urbanism
Ray Forrest, Julie Ren and Bart
Wissink

World rights available

This book gathers together reflections
from a broad range of urban China
specialists to actively engage with the
challenge of conceptualising urban
China and ask important questions
about the development of contemporary
global cities.
HB: 9781529205473

£75.00

Stijn Oosterlynck, Gert
Verschraegen and Ronald van
Kempen

World rights available

17 July 2019

£24.99

Intellectual Disability in
the Twentieth Century

Taking a Life Course Approach

Transnational Perspectives on
People, Policy, and Practice

Alisoun Milne
Drawing together material from a number
of different fields, the book analyses the
meaning and determinants of mental
health among older populations and
offers a critical review of the life course,
ageing and mental health debate.

World rights available

PB: 9781447338185		
1 January 2020

Mental Health in Later Life

PB: 9781447305712		
19 February 2020

Provides a comparative international
perspective on super-diversity in cities,
with explicit attention given to social
inequality and social exclusion on a
neighbourhood level.

Jan Walmsley and Simon Jarrett

£28.99
World rights available

Bringing together accounts of how
intellectual disability was viewed,
managed and experienced in countries
across the globe, the book examines
the origins and nature of contemporary
attitudes, policy and practice, and sheds
light on the challenges of implementing
the UN Convention on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities.
HB: 9781447344575
23 May 2019

bristoluniversitypress.co.uk | policypress.co.uk

£75.00
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Other Highlights
The Modern Slavery
Agenda

Tea and the Queen?
Fundamental British Values,
Schools and Citizenship

Policy, Politics and Practice

Carol Vincent

Gary Craig, Alex Balch, Hannah
Lewis and Louise Waite

Teachers in the UK are now required to
promote ‘British values’ in schools to all
pupils. This book draws on observations
and teachers’ views to discuss issues of
citizenship, social class, ethnicity, religion,
counter-extremism and community
cohesion, and the implications of this
policy for teachers, students and society.

Modern slavery is growing despite the
introduction of laws to try to stem it. This
is the first book to critically assess the
legislation, using evidence from across
the field, and to offer strategies for
improvement in policy and practice.
World rights available

PB: 9781447346807
17 January 2019

£24.99

World rights available

Ross McGarry and Sandra Walklate

Rob White

While providing an implicit critique of
mainstream criminology, the authors
seek to question if a ‘criminology of war’
is possible, and if so how this seemingly
‘new horizon’ of the discipline might be
usefully informed by sociology.

Leading green criminologist White asks
what can be learned from the problemsolving focus of crime prevention to help
face the challenges of climate change.
Part of the New Horizons in Criminology
series.

£60.00

PB: 9781529203974
1 April 2020

3 July 2019
World rights available

Planning and Knowledge
How New Forms of Technocracy Are
Shaping Contemporary Cities

A Critical Appraisal

Mike Raco and Federico Savini

Stijn Oosterlynck, Andreas Novy
and Yuri Kazepov

Based on more than thirty case studies
in eight different countries, this book
explores the governance dynamics
of local social innovations in the field
of poverty reduction, illustrating how
different governance dynamics and
welfare mixes enable or hinder poverty
reduction strategies.
HB: 9781447338444
27 November 2019
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£21.99

World rights available

Local Social Innovation
to Combat Poverty and
Exclusion

World rights available

£40.00

Climate Change
Criminology

A Criminology of War?

HB: 9781529202595

HB: 9781447351955		
24 July 2019

£75.00

This book uses an international
perspective to look at the sources of
conflict and cooperation between the
different landscapes of knowledge driving
contemporary urban change, and the rise
of new technocracy in urban governance.
HB: 9781447345244
World rights available

10 July 2019

bristoluniversitypress.co.uk | policypress.co.uk

£75.00

Our ‘Big Ideas’ titles are intelligent, interdisciplinary books that present
critical thought and evidence in a succinct and readable way to help to
untangle contemporary social issues.
These books aim to surprise, disrupt and change the way we think,
addressing cross-cutting issues such as class, race, gender, politics and
social inequality.
Aimed at thoughtful and engaged readers who want to challenge
received opinion, these titles will help us to work towards a common cause
of social justice.
Find out more on our website: bristoluniversitypress.co.uk/big-ideas
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Translation rights
For all translation queries, please contact Jo Greig:
Bristol University Press, 1-9 Old Park Hill, Bristol BS2 8BB
e: jo.greig@bristol.ac.uk
t: +44 (0) 117 394 5940
Browse our full range of titles by subject or download our catalogue at
bristoluniversitypress.co.uk.

Bristol University Press and Policy Press
Bristol University Press is unique: it is a young university press with
a bold vision that emerges out of Policy Press’ long-held, critically
acclaimed reputation as a key publisher on social issues, with an
ethos of social justice and respect for diversities.
We are committed to publishing the highest-quality scholarship in the
social sciences and aligned disciplines and want our work to make
a positive contribution, from the advancement of ideas through to
practical implementation.
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